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Outskirts Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 202 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.3in. x
0.8in.The purpose of this book is to identify specific ways for individuals and organizations to move
from their present levels of performance to higher levels of capability and effectiveness. It outlines 8
discrete steps that can be taken to promote change. By using the principles outlined in each of the
steps, individuals and organizations will be much more successful and fulfilled. Whether you are
looking for a job, searching for a significant other, trying to increase your company productivity, or
increasing your organizations effectiveness, you will find the answers to some of your most
persistent questions. Furthermore, there are thought stimulators at the end of each chapter which
provide a guide and specific action steps. This book is philosophical and yet very practical. It will
spur action and initiative while providing insights that question your present behavior. Philip Berry
is the President of Philip Berry Associates, LLC. The focus of Philip Berry Associates LLC is on a broad
range of human capital improvement programs including executive coaching programs; personal
branding, global talent development, and global diversity, along with targeted leadership, employee
engagement, and innovation training programs....
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These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III--  Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III

Unquestionably, this is the very best operate by any author. it had been writtern extremely flawlessly and beneficial. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this publication.
-- Am er ica  Glea son-- Am er ica  Glea son
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